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to a table I have a list of nested
arrays. I'd like to convert this to a
table that looks like module Foo def
bar puts "bar" end end class Baz def
bar puts "bar" end end list = [ [:bar,
Foo, :baz], [:bar, Baz, :baz] ] And the
final output should look like module
Foo def bar puts "bar" end end class
Baz def bar puts "bar" end end
module Foo def bar puts "bar" end
end class Baz def bar puts "bar" end
end module Foo def bar puts "bar"
end end class Baz def bar puts "bar"
end end A: This is how I solved it def
to_table(arr) str = '' arr.each do |list|
tmp = [] list.each do 6d1f23a050
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